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1. Publication reference

EuropeAid/112949/D/SUP/HR
2. Procedure

Open
3. Programme

CARDS 2004
4. Financing

CARDS 2004 Annual Action Programme for Croatia
5. Contracting authority

Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Croatia, Central Finance and Contracting Unit
QUESTIONS
Date: September, 28th 2006

ANSWERS
Date: October , 9th 2006

1. What kind of guarantee we have to provide (bank 1. At this stage (submission of tenders), tenderer is required to
guarantee or different kind)?
provide Contracting Authority with tender guarantee which
corresponds to the amounts stated under point 11 of the
2. Request for sending them Internet link where they could Procurement Notice, depending on the number of Lot(s)
get all information regarding Lot 5.
tendered. Template for tender guarantee is part of the Tender
dossier and it should be issued by financial institution. Bank
3. Do we have to registrate somewhere on Internet as a
guarantee is most common form of tender guarantee.
company which is planning to attempt this tender and is
there also a date until we have to do it?
2. All relevant information considering technical
Requirements pertaining to the Lot 5 are stipulated in annex II
of the Tender Dossier.
3. No, it is not required.
Date: October, 3rd 2006

Date: October 9th, 2006

1. In article 32 there are 2 periods for warranty. First time
you ask for warranty valid for one year. In the same
article you are asking for commercial warranty valid for
period of 3 months. What period should warranty
apply to and what does commercial warranty refer to?

Although this question is submitted after the deadline (29
September 06), bearing in mind possible implications on the
tender quality, Contracting Authority decided to provide an
answer.
Tenderer is expected to:
a) Issue “warranty” which covers period of one year in the
format based on requirements stipulated in the Article 32
of General conditions.
b) Extend to Contracting Authority any “commercial
warranty” issued by producer of goods for the specific
market, if available.
Under the terms specified in the Tender Dossier,
“Commercial warranty” is considered as possible addition
to “warranty”. Relation between “warranty” and
“commercial warranty” is described in Special conditions,
article 32.

